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Reading guide 

This manual is intended for existing, new and potential users of F2 Shared 

Emailboxes. The manual contains a short introduction and a general description of 

the functionality and configuration of F2 Shared Emailboxes. 

Commands (i.e. the buttons you click on) are displayed in bold. Any reference to a 

field or a list is made with “quotation marks”. 

Where the document refers to further documentation, this is indicated in italics. 

The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described 

functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text show you where to click in F2.  

Enjoy! 
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Introduction to F2 Shared 
Emailboxes 

The module F2 Shared Emailboxes fulfils the need for having multiple email 

addresses connected to the same inbox of a F2 unit without changes in the 

organisation’s unit structure. A unit in F2 can attach multiple email addresses 

besides the units already existing standard email address.  

F2 Shared Emailboxes supports a fast and efficient handling of unit inboxes if one 

operates in multiple units, e.g. service centres. 

F2 Shared Emailboxes ensures a more intuitive management of unit inboxes. This 

includes a full overview of all unit inboxes, which the individual user administrates. 

This enables you to see incoming material in the individual unit inbox without the 

need for changing job roles. 

User identification is utilised for fast changes in job roles just as F2 will suggest that 

you change your job role if your current job role does not match the responsible 

unit for a certain record and/or case. This way you will not have to relate to your 

current job role but are able to focus on managing the incoming material.  

F2 secures that you change your job role if necessary in relation to managing a 

certain unit’s list. This gives the user more time and facilitates the work with 

multiple unit inboxes. 
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Access to unit inbox in multiple units 

F2 Shared Emailboxes presents i.a.a collected overview of the unit’s inbox, desktop 

and archive for all the units in which you have job roles. This way, you do not have 

to change back and forth between several roles but are able to see all incoming 

material in the different unit inboxes with your current job role. Read more about 

this in the section below.   

Overall view of unit lists  

All unit lists (meaning the unit’s inbox, desktop and archive) for all units in which 

you have a job role are displayed on the F2 Desktop. If you have a job role in 

multiple units, you will receive two nodes in the folder “Units” in F2’s main window. 

1) “Current unit”: 

The unit, which you are 

currently logged in to.   

2) “Other units”: 

All other units in which 

you have job roles but for 

the present are not logged 

in to. They are all unified 

under this node.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Display of unit lists 

The node “Current 

unit” 

The node “Other 

units” 
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Under each node, “Inbox (unit)”, 

“Desktop (unit)” and “Archive (unit)” for 

the relevant units are displayed as 

demonstrated in the figure to the right. 

The list display supports you in 

managing and keeps an overview of 

incoming material in the different unit 

inboxes without having to change role.  

 

 

The nodes can be folded several times as needed for overview. Depending on how 

the nodes are folded, the amount of unread records adds up in the unit inboxes.  

See selected examples on folded nodes below.    

If the nodes are completely folded 

together, the amount of unread 

records for all unit lists is 

displayed.  

  

The unit nodes are displayed folded 

together and the amount of unread 

records adds up in each unit inbox. 

 
 

As a maximum, F2 shows up to 99 unread 

records for each inbox. If there are more 

than 99 unread records in a single unit 

inbox, it will show 99+ as a standard.  

 

 

Note: It is possible to add unit lists 

to the list “Favourites”.  

Figure 3: Nodes 
folded 

Figure 4: Unit nodes 
folded 

Note: If there are 99+ unread records 

in a single unit inbox you will not be 

made aware of new received emails, 

because the number will not change 

with an additional incoming email. 

Figure 5: Unread records in the 
different inboxes 

Figure 2: Display of inbox, desktop and 
archive in other units 
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Work through multiple job roles 

As a result of the introduction of F2 Shared Emailboxes you are able to see and 

work in different unit lists through different job roles. However, the user must be 

aware of which consequences it may lead to. 

Access to and search of records and cases 

Write access to cases and records is independent of the job role that you are logged 

in with. 

This means, that if you have multiple job roles you don’t have to be logged in to a 

specific unit to get write access to a unit’s cases and records, but will automatically 

have write access through your job role in the unit. 

Read all chats with the same job role 

You are able to read chats in all units in which you have a job role, no matter which 

job role you used to log in with. 

This means that when a chat is read by a user with multiple job roles, it is marked 

as read regardless of the user’s present job role. There is no need to change job 

roles to read the same chat in other units in which you also have a job role. 
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The unit’s deadline and flag follows the list’s unit 

Record columns in the main window, 

for example “My unit deadline” and 

“My unit flag”, together with the unit’s 

read-indication follow the lists unit. No 

matter which job role you have logged 

in with, the columns “My unit 

deadline”, “My unit flag” and the unit’s 

read-indication will follow the list’s 

unit.   

This means that a record, marked as 

read with a red urgent flag and a 

deadline in 14 days in a certain unit 

list, may appear as unread in another 

unit list or with a different flag and/or 

another deadline for the same user. 

In the right-click menu, it is indicated 

which unit the flag is placed at by 

saying “flag (unit)”. As in the example 

to the right that says “Flag 

(Administration)”. 

The name of the unit you are logged in 

to is also displayed in the group of 

menu items to control the unit in the 

main window’s ribbon. Below is an 

example with the unit = 

Administration. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Set "Flag (unit)" by right-
clicking the menu for records in the 

main window 

Flag (unit) 

Figure 7: Unit control for 
unit Administration 
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Naming of searches made in unit lists 

If a search is made in either the unit’s inbox, desktop or archive F2 will remember 

the unit list from which the search was made. We recommended that the name of 

such searches include the name of the unit you were logged in to when the search 

was made.   

The reason for this is that a user may be attached to multiple units, and since F2 

will not automatically indicate in which unit list the search was made, it will be 

difficult for the user to identify from which unit a search has been generated. This 

goes for both personal searches as well as when an administrator makes searches 

on a unit level.  

For example:  

Klaus Salomon has several job roles and thus access to the unit’s inbox, desktop 

and archive in various units, including the HR unit. Klaus makes a search in the HR 

unit’s inbox with the search criteria: record responsible = Klaus Salomon. 

Klaus saves his search, but as F2 automatically saves which unit Klaus was in when 

he made the search, he is not able to name the search “Records in the unit’s inbox 

with me as responsible” because it is too unspecific. Instead, Klaus saves and 

names his search “Records in the HR inbox with me as responsible”.  

 

 

  

Note: Personal searches e.g. in “My inbox”, “My desktop” and “Archive” follow 

the unit in which you are logged into. It applies in correlation to the unit’s flag, 

deadline, read-markings and other matters.    
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Extra email addresses to unit’s inbox  

There may be added several email addresses to a unit inbox. The purpose of this 

feature is to meet the need of the organisation which need extra email addresses 

for a unit inbox without first having to change and divide the organisations unit 

structure.  

There may be created one or several extra email addresses. F2’s email import looks 

into both the organisations standard email addresses and extra email addresses 

created for a specific unit inbox.  

It is an administrator, user administrator or unit administrator in F2 who creates, 

edits or deletes extra email addresses for the units. Further description will be 

reviewed in the section below. 

Create extra email addresses for the same unit inbox 

You create an extra email address by clicking Extra unit emails under the tab 

“Administrator” in F2’s main window. 

 

 

 

The dialogue below opens for administration of extra emails. 

 

Enter the name of the unit which is to have an extra email address added in the field “Select 

unit” or click  in the field, after which you may choose the desired unit from F2’s 
participant register.  

 

 

When a unit is added in the field “Select unit”, the menu item “Create new extra 

email” activates. By clicking Create new extra email, the dialogue below opens.  

Figure 9: Dialogue for administration of extra emails 

Select unit 

Note: To view existing extra email addresses a unit must be indicated in the 

field “Select unit”. The extra email addresses already created will then be 
visible. 

Figure 8: Menu item ”Extra unit emails” 

Create extra emails for the unit 
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The dialogue indicates: 

Field Function 

Name The name of the extra email address to be created in F2, meaning 

that emails received through the extra email address will be 

displayed in F2 as: Name (Email)  

An example:  

The unit “Quality” with the standard email address 

quality@quality.com creates an extra email address called Quality 

secure. 

The extra email address is subsequently displayed in F2 as 

Quality secure quality@quality.com. 

Email The email address of the mail box (Exchange) from which emails 

now also will be imported to the unit inbox.  

Cf. the example above: email = quality@quality.com.  

 

Email account  The account of the concerned mailbox is attached to for example 

“Exchange” (the individual organisations IT-department knows 

this). 

Mail server The name of the Exchange-server (the individual organisations 

IT-department knows this name). 

Get email By activating the checkbox in the field “Get email”, F2 will import 

all incoming emails from the specified email client to the unit 

inbox in F2. The inbox belongs to the unit rather than a specific 

user. This means that by sending to the joint email address, the 

mail will appear in the unit’s inbox in F2 for all of the unit’s 

members to see. 

Note: The same email address cannot be granted to other 
F2 units or users. 

Figure 10: Create extra email 
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Field Function 

 

Receive email 

externally 

By ticking the checkbox in the field “Receive email externally” the 

emails are received by another email client and will have to be 

moved manually to F2 through the folder “Move to F2”. 

  

 

By clicking OK, the extra email address is established and the import of emails will 

work in the same way as standard email import in F2. See the F2 Desktop - 

Administrator manual for further information.  

 

The extra email address will not automatically be established in F2’s role register 

but can be created as required.  

Edit and delete extra email addresses 

You edit and/or delete extra email addresses by clicking Extra unit emails under 

the tab “Administrator” in F2’s main window.  

In the dialogue “Extra email”, the concerned email address is marked and the menu 

items “Edit” and “Delete” activate as demonstrated below.   

Note: It is an administrator or a user administrator, who 

ticks off the field “Get email”. The unit administrator doesn’t 

have this privilege. 

Note: No other ways of communicating will be affected by 

the tick in the checkbox “Receive email externally”. All chats, 

submissions and records, which are responsible allocated or 

sent in house will still only exist in F2.  

  

 
Note: You cannot tick off both “Get mail” and “Receive email externally” at the 

same time.  

Note: You are able to attach several email addresses to the same unit inbox.   
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Figure 11: Edit extra email 

By clicking Edit, or if you double-click on the email address, a dialogue equal to the 

dialogue for creating an extra email address will open. In the dialogue, you may 

edit the indicated values.  

By clicking Delete, you stop the import from the extra email address and any 

subsequent incoming emails will not be imported into F2. The email address itself 

will not be deleted and will keep on existing in the email client in which it was 

created, for example Gmail, Exchange etc.  

You may also edit, delete or create a new extra email address by right-clicking on 

an extra email address in the dialogue “Extra emails”.  

 

 

The functions are equal to the corresponding functions in the dialogues ribbon.     

Incoming extra emails from extra email address 

All emails to the extra email address arrive the unit’s inbox, where the unit is 

automatically set as the record creator. The email will be handled as any other 

incoming email. You can allocate responsibility, forward, chat, edit etc..  

  

Edit extra Email  

Delete extra Email 

Figure 12: Right-click menu in ”Extra emails” 
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Change role 

When you have multiple job roles, and therefore have several unit inboxes, it is 

important to be able to change between these job roles in a fast and easy way. At 

the same time, you must also have an overview of which unit/role you for example 

set a flag or deadline for.  

Through fast role changing and the change role assistance you are able to make a 

fast role change through user identification, just like F2 recommends you to change 

role if your current role does not match the unit list in which you are working.  

 

 

In the top right corner of F2’s main-, 

record- and case window, you will 

find the user identification, where the 

function “change role” is located.  

The user identification shows who the 

user is, as well as the current unit, 

which the user is logged in to. 

In the example to the right, the user 

is Vibeke Villasen, who is logged in to 

the unit Administration.  

 

 

For a fast role change, click the user 

identification.  

A pop-up with role information (unit 

and role) opens and you click 

Change role.   

 

A new dialogue opens and displays an overview of the job roles, which you are able 

to change between. You mark the desired job role and click Change role. You have 

now changed your job role.  

Figure 13: User identification 

User identification 

Figure 14: Change role under 
user identification  
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If there are any open records and/or cases when changing roles, F2 will ask 

whether you want to save or cancel changes in all of the records and/or cases.  

Changes that have not been saved must be saved or cancelled all at once before 

the role change can be completed.   

 

Figure 16: Save or cancel all changes 

 

 

Suggestions for changing roles (role change assistance)  

In the main-, record- and case window, as well as in some other functions, F2 

automatically suggests a role change (role change assistance). 

In the main window, the role change assistance advices you to change role when 

working in a unit list, which is different from the unit you are currently logged in to.  

I.e. when you set a unit flag on a record placed in a unit, which you are not logged 

in to, F2 will give you the option of changing role to the concerned unit. Also, the 

menu items for unit control get a grey overlay as demonstrated below.   

Change role 

Figure 15: Change role 

Note: If user (A) with “On behalf of” rights changes to another user (B), who 

has several job roles, user (A) will not be able to shift between the different job 

roles of user (B), just as user (A) will not get any role change assistance as long 
as user (A) is logged in with “On behalf of” rights.   

Note: If you do not have job roles in more than one unit you will not be able to 

change role.  
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By clicking Yes in the menu item for unit control, the dialogue “Role change help” 

opens, where F2 recommends the job role to which you should change. The role 

change is confirmed by clicking Yes and the unit’s flag may be placed on the 

record.  

By clicking No, you will keep working with your current job role and there may only 

be placed a unit flag on a record in your current unit.   

 

Figure 18: Dialogue for role change assistance 

In the record and case window, F2 will recommend you to change role when you 

are logged in to a unit, which does not match the responsible unit for the record or 

case and the user has a job role in the record or case responsible unit. If so, F2 will 

recommend you to change role through the following actions: 

 Edit record 

 Edit case 

The right click menu presents 

an option to change role 

The menu item for unit controls gets a grey 

overlay when it is possible to change job role 

Figure 17: Role change assistance in the main window 
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 Respond record.  

You are able to change job roles in the dialogue, which opens when one of the 

above actions is performed. The menu items for the unit control gets a grey overlay 

just as in the main window.  

 

Figure 19: Role change assistance in the record window 

 

 

  

The menu item for unit control gets a grey 

overlay when you are able to change job roles.  

Note: If a user doesn’t have several job roles in multiple units, is it not possible 

to make any role changes and there will not be any change role assistance 

either.   
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Change role in connection with decentralised units 

Decentralised units may profitably be used in connection to the use of F2 Shared 

Emailboxes. There may for example be attached extra email addresses to a 

decentralised unit, which applies to collaboration of projects across multiple units. 

F2 Shared Emailboxes also supports a change of role in connection to the use of 

decentralised job roles.  

With F2 Shared Emailboxes, you are also able to see the unit lists for those 

decentralised units. (i.e. the unit’s inbox, desktop and archive) in which you have a 

job role.  

The unit lists for decentralised units is shown in the top node “Units” along with the 

standard unit lists in the show list to the left of the main window.  

For further information about decentralised units, including the creation of 

decentralised units, see F2 Desktop – Administration manual and F2 Desktop – 

Function description.       
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